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Abstract
Learning new concepts, such as object models, from human-robot interactions entails different recognition capabilities on a robotic platform. This work proposes a hierarchical approach to address the extra challenges from natural interaction scenarios by exploiting multimodal data. First, a speech-guided recognition of the type of interaction happening is presented. This first step facilitates the following segmentation of relevant visual information to learn the target object model. Our approach includes three complementary strategies to find Regions of Interest (RoI) depending on the interaction type: Point, Show or Speak. We run an exhaustive validation of the proposed strategies using the recently published Multimodal Human-Robot Interaction dataset [1]. The currently presented pipeline is built on the pipeline proposed with the dataset and provides a more complete baseline for target object segmentation on all its recordings.
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1. Introduction
Service and assistance robotic platforms need to be able to work in real user environments. One key step towards this goal is to enable a natural and seamless human-robot interaction. This topic has been notably approached by many researchers in the past [2, 3, 4], that identified the most relevant requirements for such interactions: learning world models, affordances and capabilities from the user’s knowledge and behavior [5]. Natural human interaction with a robot presents different recognition capabilities on a robotic platform. This work proposes a hierarchical approach to enable a natural and seamless human-robot interaction. This topic has been notably approached by many researchers in the past [2, 3, 4], that identified the most relevant requirements for such interactions: learning world models, affordances and capabilities from the user’s knowledge and behavior [5].

The main goal of this work is to enable the robot to learn new visual models from human interaction. An essential task to solve this problem is to automatically identify which scene information is relevant for the model being learned. This information can be used to train offline models or to update incremental models of the target objects. This last step is out of the scope of this paper. We are currently focusing on how to take advantage of the multimodal nature of the human robot interaction to easily identify the relevant information in the scene. It is well known that multimodal data can enable tasks that are not feasible using a single sensor data. As a motivation example, Fig. 1 shows images from different user interactions to teach new object models to a robot. The general appearance of the scene is very similar in all of them, but the strategies to find the target or object of interest in the image should be adapted depending on the interaction. Therefore, we investigate how to split the problem of identifying relevant information into a hierarchy of smaller tasks: 1) recognize the action that the user is performing; 2) extract information from the acquired sensory data which is relevant to the object of interest.

2. Related Work
There are multiple relevant topics for human-robot interaction. We focus on the type of interaction occurring between the robot and the human and the multimodal data processing.

Multimodal data intuitively seems to provide important advantages to advance towards the goal of seamless communication between robots and humans. For example, Matuszek et al. [6] shows an approach similar to our goals of learning from human-robot interactions, but considers a simpler scenario. The user gives orders to pick pieces to the robot using both the hands and the speech. Their results are an example of how multimodal information improves the robot recognition performance. More recently Whitney et al. [7] presented an approach for fetching objects using as well multimodal data from interactions between the user and the robot. The user asks the robot for an item and the robot does an estimation based on the information it obtains from the user. The robot keeps asking until the user gives him an approval.

Vatakis et al. [8] present a dataset of multimodal recordings, but the purpose of their dataset was to capture the reactions of users to stimuli with objects or images on a screen. In our work, we use the more recently presented MHRI dataset [1], which is composed of multimodal recordings of several users teaching different object classes to the robot. It contains synchronized data from multiple sensors (two RGB-D cameras, one HD camera and a microphone) and captures different types of interactions, which reflect the most natural human interactions to show or
teach objects: Point, Show and Speak (Describing). Figure 1 shows an example of each of these three types of interactions.

As we can see in prior work, such as Abdullah et al. [9], combining language and image data can significantly boost the user action recognition. Our work shows how incremental object learning and recognition can benefit of this combination as well.

3. Strategies to segment Regions of Interest from Multimodal HRI

This section describes our approach to extract relevant information from multimodal HRI, in the context of learning new visual object models. The main motivation is to take advantage of utilizing more than one data modality acquired from natural user interactions while teaching the robot.

We consider three types of common interactions: Point, Show, and Speak. The motivation for our approach is that an initial classification of the type of interaction can simplify and optimize the object proposal task slightly different in each of these cases: 1) if the user is pointing to an object, we are likely to find that object by just following the finger directions; 2) if the user is grabbing an object and showing it to the robot, we know the object is held by the user’s hand. In this case, the system should take into account that the hand is likely to occlude the object partially; 3) lastly, if the user is just talking, we can process the user speech to identify where the target object may be in the scene.

3.1. Recognizing types of human interactions

This section gives an overview of the proposed classifier for interaction type recognition, which is an improved version of the approach presented in [1]. It combines a sliding window approach with hierarchical classification for images and a winner-takes-all voting strategy to label the videos.

Speech feature. First, we identify the initial word that the user utters in any given interaction. This first word typically is:

- “That” when the user is pointing at a distant object
- “This” when the user is pointing at an object that is close, or showing something to the robot
- Any other word, usually “the”, if the user is describing something to the robot

This first word itself works as an effective feature to discriminate the Speak interaction from the Point and Show ones. To discriminate between Point and Show, as shown in [1], this simple step is not enough. Therefore, we make use of additional visual descriptors to discriminate between them.

Visual features. To distinguish between Point and Show interactions we need to analyze the user gesture information. First, before computing any visual feature, we remove the large irrelevant image regions, such as the background. Due to the nature of the dataset used [1], we can apply two filters to the image: one based on a standard background removal procedure and one using the depth map, in which we remove all the image regions that are further away than the user.

One we have applied such masks to the image, we run a simple hand gesture classifier. Specifically, ours is a sliding window-based approach (window size 100x100 pixels with a step of 10) to find the user hands on this filtered image. Finally, we describe the candidate hand-gesture patches using the following features:

- Color histograms \( HC = [H_r, H_g, H_b] \), being \( H_i = \sum_{x,y} p_i(x,y) \mod B \) where \( p_i \) is pixel \( i \) component value and \( B \) the number of bins.
- HOG features as described in [10].

With the above features we propose the following interaction recognition pipeline, based on two nested classifiers and voting across all frames:

1. SVM patch classification into hand vs no-hand classes.
   The patches are obtained with a sliding window approach, and the SVM is trained with random patches from the
dataset and manually selected patches of hands. This step only uses the \( HC \) descriptor described above because it is easy to compute as a first pruning step.

2. SVM classification of resulting hand patches into point or show classes. Here we use both the \( HC \) and the HOG descriptors.

3. Assign a label, point or show, to each video according to the label obtained by the majority of its frames. All windows from each video are labeled as that action for following steps.

### 3.2. Detecting regions of interest according to the type of interaction detected

In order to identify the relevant visual information for the object model to be learned, we take advantage of the previous interaction type classification. This classification allows us to build different strategies to find the regions of interest (RoI), as summarized in Fig. 2. All the strategies start from a reference known patch that serves as anchor or guide point to find the target RoI.

**Show interactions.** Following the outputs from previous step (Sec. 3.1), we have the patch with the user hand holding the shown object in multiple frames, which is processed further as follows.

First, we analyze the hand movement across frames, to select the hand patches from the frames where the user hand is on its highest position. This is the best moment to separate hand and object from the scene clutter. Then, we use SLIC [11] superpixels to segment image regions around the user hand and find a more accurate object area. We estimate the hand orientation as the direction of the first-order moment in the hand patch. Following this direction, we select which hand neighbouring superpixel is more likely to be our target object segment. Figure 2 shows an illustrative example of this Show interaction pipeline steps.

**Point interactions.** To process data from Point interactions, we use the advantages of the two RGB-D Cameras available in the dataset.

First, we use the top camera for searching the candidates in the table, since top view images are usually less cluttered. We use the frontal view camera to chose one candidate from the interaction recognized in the previous step. We extract the table plane from the image and take the blobs that are inside the table space as a candidate. Since we have calibrated the plane table homography, we can map the contour of the objects from the top camera to the frontal one. Then, using the orientation from the hand we pick the closest candidate that intersects this direction. Each considered frame votes to a candidate, and the most voted is chosen. A visual illustration of this Point interaction pipeline can be seen in Figure 2.

**Speak interactions.** This type of interaction presents different challenges than the other two. Since the visual part of the action is irrelevant, we analyze the user speech to get the information needed to obtain the candidate patch. We assume simple user descriptions, where using standard speech processing tools we can extract the name of the object the user is teaching, as well as the object used for reference and the relative direction or position. We use a very similar approach to find the RoI that the one for the Point interaction. The difference is that in this case the reference patch will be a known object, and the direction will be given by the user relative position rather than the user pointing direction. Also, we run the template search on the top camera, where it is easier to find non-occluded object candidates.

As before, we run an object detector on all candidate objects segmented on the top view. This has been trained on already known objects, and this prior information provides the patch that will serve as reference in this case. Finally, using the direction the user gives, we define a target area using the limits of the reference patch and the corner of the images. We select our target candidate as the closest one to the reference patch that is included inside that target area. Figure 2 shows a visual example of the proposed Speak interaction pipeline.

### 4. Experiments

This section presents experimental results that demonstrate the quality of the target patches obtained using the proposed strategies to analyze the multimodal interactions between the human and the robot. We have run the hierarchical pipeline proposed in this work, Fig. 2, on all the sequences of the dataset [1].

#### 4.1. Interaction type classification.

We first evaluate the improved interaction type classification. As shown in Table 1, we obtain an improvement from the approach presented in [1]. While those results presented a 33% at worst, we obtain almost 80% of accuracy for the recognition of each interaction type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Point</th>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Speak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Point</td>
<td>85.71%</td>
<td>22.03%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show</td>
<td>14.29%</td>
<td>77.97%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speak</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Confusion matrix for interaction recognition approaches. Left: ground truth, top: prediction.

#### 4.2. Target objects RoI segmentation

As described, we apply different strategies to segment the RoI patches depending on the type of interaction:

- **Point interactions:** we consider all the frames and each one votes a candidate as explained before. The candidate with most votes is chosen. The ROI are obtained from the first five frames, since they have less hand occlusion to the object.
- **Show interactions:** we consider the frames that correspond to the highest hand location and obtain the ROI on them.
- **Speak interactions:** although the scene is more or less static, we consider the first five frames to obtain robust candidates. The output is the chosen ROI in the first frame.

We present results for the three types of interaction in the dataset. Fig. 3 shows the scene view and the output of the main steps for examples of the different cases. Figure 4 presents failure examples. In the example for Show, the hand is occluded by the object, so the hand recognized is the other one and the ROI is not useful. In the example from Point, we can see the finger is pointing in a direction that does not follow the dominant orientation of the hand. In the example from Speak, we can see that the reference object (bottle) is very close to the target object. In this case the segmentation considers both objects as one large...
reference segment, and leaves only a small part of the actual target object as such.

Fig. 5 shows preliminary results of merging not only information from speech and video but from the multiple cameras available in the dataset. For small occlusions, it is possible to match candidate object segments in more than one camera view, and therefore incorporate to the learning process multiple views of the target object at once.

Table 2 summarizes the percentage of valid object patches over the total found. We consider valid a patch that contains at least half of the object being referred to in the interaction. We obtain almost 70% for the show approach and around 50% for pointing and speaking. These results show a large number of correct object patches that can be incorporated into following object learning pipelines, but it also highlights the need of incremental learning methods which are robust to noisy data and able to detect outliers.

5. Conclusion

This work presents an approach to identify relevant information about new object models from multimodal images (visual and speech) data. We validate our proposed strategies with the realistic scenarios from the MHRI dataset. We propose to first recognize the type of interaction, and then propose a different pipeline for each type of interaction. We evaluate the quality of the segmented target object patches, which is a clear example of how simple multimodal integration can provide significant advantages. We also analyze the advantages and weaknesses of the current approach. Future lines of work will extend the presented approach by integrating the target object segmentation with incremental object model learning and improving the hand orientation taking account of the user’s head position.
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